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Workbook Features: • Ages 9-11, Grades 4-5 • 160
pages, about 8 inches x 10 1?2 inches • Reading,
writing, math, science, social studies, and more •
Includes fun fitness activities • Flash cards, stickers,
completion certificate, and answer key included
Hands-On Summer Learning: Summer Bridge
Activities Workbook helps fourth—fifth graders keep
their skills sharp during the summer months to
prevent summer learning loss through fun practice
pages and activities, engaging fitness activities, and
more. What’s Included: This book covers all
subjects, focusing on reading passages, grammar,
multiplying, dividing, social studies, science
experiments, fitness activities, and more. Flash
cards, reward stickers, and a completion certificate
are included. How It Works: Each page is numbered
by day so kids and parents can track progress and
reach monthly learning goals. Each activity features
clear, step-by-step instructions and practice pages to
help sharpen students' skills for the school year
ahead. Just 15 Minutes A Day: Two months of
learning loss occurs during the summer, with the
highest losses being in math and spelling. This
activity book is designed to prevent summer learning
loss in just 15 minutes per day through hands-on
activities. Why Summer Bridge: Award-winning
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Summer Bridge Activities® engage children's
creativity and learning potential and keep kids
mentally and physically active to prevent summer
learning loss and pave the way for a successful new
school year ahead.
Spend 10 minutes a day and become a maths star
Set the clock and off you go! Young learners excel in
short bursts, so 10 Minutes a Day Basic Maths Skills
from Carol Vorderman will help them improve their
maths and problem solving abilities without growing
bored or restless. Games and tests take a short
amount of time - maximum fun for maximum effect.
There are 10 minute exercises on numbers,
patterns, measures, data and shapes, plus set the
funky orange timer to test your child in fun 'beat the
clock' tests. 10 Minutes a Day Basic Maths Skills will
ensure boredom is a thing of the past and wow
teachers and friends alike. Supports National
Curriculum at Key Stage 2.
A bestselling modern classic—both poignant and
funny—about a boy with autism who sets out to solve
the murder of a neighbor's dog and discovers
unexpected truths about himself and the world.
Nominated as one of America’s best-loved novels
by PBS’s The Great American Read Christopher
John Francis Boone knows all the countries of the
world and their capitals and every prime number up
to 7,057. He relates well to animals but has no
understanding of human emotions. He cannot stand
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to be touched. And he detests the color yellow. This
improbable story of Christopher's quest to
investigate the suspicious death of a neighborhood
dog makes for one of the most captivating, unusual,
and widely heralded novels in recent years.
Master times tables in just 10 minutes a day with the
activities in this essential home-study workbook from
Carol Vorderman. 10 Minutes a Day Times Tables is
a homeschool learning resource that teaches kids
time tables in bite-sized chunks. Children prefer to
learn in short bursts, making this workbook from
Carol Vorderman the perfect homeschool
introduction to Maths. Games and tests make
learning fun, leading to maximum results in just 10
minutes a day. This workbook includes lots of
multiplication practice and many word problems that
relate to real-life experiences. The parents' notes
section gives the answers, explains common pitfalls,
and gives guidance on how to avoid them. 10
Minutes a Day workbooks are the perfect at-home
reinforcement for subjects learned in school and
support the National Curriculum.
Get hands-on with 27 creative projects and
experiments that will turn you into a math whiz.
Explore the exciting world of numbers Whether
you're a math geek or prefer practical hands-on
projects, this ebook combines creativity with
calculations. You don't have to be a genius or even
need a calculator. Each of the super-fun make-andPage 3/21
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do projects in this ebook comes with simple step-bystep photographs and instructions that will help you
whip up a cool math creation. Perfect for kids who
are interested in STEM (science, technology,
engineering, and math), Math Maker Lab features
activities that cover many aspects of math, including
numbers, measurement, and geometry. You'll
combine art and math by drawing impossible
objects, create beautiful patterns to make a timestable dream catcher, and perfect the ratio for making
refreshing fruit drinks. Throughout the ebook,
explanatory boxes show you how the math works
and how the skills you've learned can be used in the
real world. Math Maker Lab is the perfect for curious
kids who are interested in taking the mystery out of
math.
Featuring 20 exclusive, removable Adventure Time
posters to delight and bewilder, this book collects a
madcap array of lovingly crafted artwork by worldclass artists and designers such as Olly Moss and
Tony Millionaire. Cover your walls with colorful
visions from the land of Ooo. Pore over gorgeous,
high-quality prints featuring all your favorite
characters, including Finn the Human, Jake the Dog,
Ice King, Marceline the Vampire Queen, LSP, and
Princess Bubblegum! Fans--both young and young
at heart--will find plenty to totally crush on in this
tome of Adventure Time goodness. Perfect for
framing, these large-format, crease-free posters are
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so rhombus, you’ll want to build more walls in your
home or office to display them all!
Spend just 10 minutes a day learning to become a
spelling bee champion Set the clock and off you go!
Young learners excel in short bursts, so 10 Minutes
a Day Spelling Fun from Carol Vorderman is the
perfect introduction to spelling for younger children.
Games and tests take a short amount of time so you
get maximum fun for maximum effect. There are 10
minute activities on spelling rules, homophones and
unusual plurals. Plus the 'parents' notes' section
gives the answers, explains common pitfalls and
gives guidance on how to avoid them. 10 Minutes a
Day workbooks are the perfect at home
reinforcement for subjects learned in school. So, set
the funky orange timer to test your child in fun 'beat
the clock' exercises - and let 10 Minutes a Day:
Spelling Fun with Carol Vorderman show your child
how much fun spelling can be.
Spend just 10 minutes a day to master Maths with
this fantastic home-study workbook from Carol
Vorderman. 10 Minutes a Day Maths is a
homeschool learning resource for 3-5 year olds that
teaches kids Maths in short, bite-sized chunks.
Children prefer to learn in short bursts, making this
workbook from Carol Vorderman the perfect
homeschool introduction to Maths. Games and tests
take a short amount of time - maximum fun for
maximum effect. There are 10 minute number
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activities on animals, plants, out and about, and
around the home. The "Parents' notes" section gives
the answers, explains common pitfalls, and gives
guidance on how to avoid them. 10 Minutes a Day
workbooks are the perfect at-home reinforcement for
subjects learned in school. 10 Minutes a Day Maths
supports National Curriculum at EYFS (Early Years
Foundation Stage).
Delight your kids with mind-bending, rib-tickling,
brain-boosting fun! These Summer Bridge
Activities(TM) Fact Cards are a great companion to
the award-winning workbook series, providing hours
of fun for everyone. This boxed set includes two
decks of 79 full-color cards, which are held together
with a corner grommet to keep the cards from getting
lost and to make it easy for children of all ages to
hold and flip through the cards no matter where they
are. The set includes 158 cards featuring hundreds
of preschool to kindergarten activities such as jokes,
math, fun facts, language arts, word play, picture
puzzles and mind-bogglers. All of the activities are
self-checking, the answers provided on the back of
each card.
PLEASE NOTE - this is a replica of the print book
and you will need paper and a pencil to complete the
exercises. There is nothing more important than your
child's education, but sometimes it's difficult to find
the time to squeeze everything in. Part of the bestselling Carol Vorderman "Made Easy" home-learning
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workbooks, the 10 Minutes a Day series fits in
around busy lives. Aimed at ages 3 to 5, Maths
covers a range of curriculum subjects, including
patterns, sets, sizes, shapes, colours, comparing,
and of course counting. Each exercise is simply and
clearly introduced and uses a variety of interesting
methods to help learning, from dot-to-dot to drawing
and colouring, based on themes that a young child
can easily relate to, such as animals, getting
dressed, food, and at the park. For the eager
student, there are extra "time filler" challenges on
every page if they finish the questions within 10
minutes, if they want to carry on practising, or just
want ideas of activities to do at home. Answers are
provided along with parents' notes that explain what
your child learns from the exercise. Perfect both for
the budding mathematician and those who need a
little more support, 10 Minutes a Day: Maths is a
colourful and controlled approach to mastering
maths.
The bestselling Learning Express Skill Builders
series packs a complete learning course into each
volume. With a minimal daily time commitment,
users can take the whole course or customize their
own study plan. Perfect for current students or adults
who need to improve skills for jobs or continuing
education. Each subject sold separately. Approx.
Spend 10 minutes a day and become a fractions
star, including 10-minute timer Set the clock and off
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you go! Young learners excel in short bursts, so 10
Minutes a Day Fractions from Carol Vorderman is
the perfect workbook to introduce your child to
fractions. Boost your child's understanding of
fractions with this fun homework helper that supports
curriculum teaching. Each maths game or test takes
10 minutes and covers adding, subtracting,
multiplying and dividing fractions, helping your child
with schoolwork and day-to-day problem solving.
Plus, the "parents' notes" section gives the answers,
explains common pitfalls and gives guidance on how
to avoid them. These workbooks are the perfect athome reinforcement for subjects learned in school.
So, set the funky orange timer to test your child in
fun 'beat the clock' exercises - and let 10 Minutes a
Day Fractions show your child how much fun
fractions can be.
With 100 day to day activities covering all
mathematical strands, this title can be easily
integrated into any primary maths programme. It
includes easy to follow activities that promote the
ongoing learning of essential maths concepts and
skills through practice and reinforcement.
PLEASE NOTE - this is a replica of the print book
and you will need paper and a pencil to complete the
exercises. Set the clock and off you go! Young
learners excel in short bursts, so 10 Minutes a Day
Spelling Fun from Carol Vorderman is the perfect
introduction to spelling for younger children. Games
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and tests take a short amount of time so you get
maximum fun for maximum effect. There are 10
minute activities on spelling rules, homophones and
unusual plurals. Plus the "parents' notes" section
gives the answers, explains common pitfalls and
gives guidance on how to avoid them. 10 Minutes a
day workbooks are the perfect at home
reinforcement for subjects learned in school.
Spend just 10 minutes a day learning and master
your maths skills Set the clock and off you go! Young
learners excel in short bursts, so 10 Minutes a Day
Problem Solving KS2 Ages 7-9 is the perfect maths
workbook for younger children. Games and tests
take a short amount of time so you get maximum fun
for maximum effect. There are 10 minute activities
on graphs, time tables and the 24-hour clock. Plus
the "parents' notes" section gives the answers,
explains common pitfalls and gives guidance on how
to avoid them. 10 Minutes a day workbooks are the
perfect at home reinforcement for subjects learned in
school and support the new National Curriculum. So,
set the funky orange timer to test your child in fun
'beat the clock' exercises - and let 10 Minutes a Day
Problem Solving KS2 show your child how much fun
maths can be.
Give math routines a makeover in your classroom
and make every minute count. Captivate your
elementary students with these new, innovative, and
ready-to-go mathematics routines! Trusted math
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expert John J. SanGiovanni details 20 classroomproven practice routines to help you ignite student
engagement, reinforce learning, and prepare
students for the lesson ahead. Each quick and lively
activity spurs mathematics discussion and provides
a structure for talking about numbers, number
concepts, and number sense. Designed to jump-start
mathematics reasoning in any elementary
classroom, the routines become your go-to materials
for a year’s work of daily plug-and-play short-burst
reasoning and fluency instruction.
This is the new extra-sturdy, non-consumable Redesigned
Library Version. The book teaches the exact topics
recommended by the National Math Advisory Panel. Included
is a companion DVD. Award-winning teacher, Richard W.
Fisher carefully guides students through each and every topic
prior to completing the lessons in the book. Fisher's clear
explanations, with his encouraging style, captivates the
student's interest and they will find topics easy to understand.
This is as close to a one to one tutoring setting as it can get.
A must book/DVD set for every library!
Master decimals in just 10 minutes a day with the activities in
this essential home-study workbook from Carol Vorderman.
10 Minutes a Day Decimals is a homeschool learning
resource for 7-11 year olds that teaches decimals in short,
bite-sized chunks. Children prefer to learn in short bursts,
making this workbook from Carol Vorderman the perfect
homeschool introduction to maths and decimals. Games and
tests make learning fun, leading to maximum results in just 10
minutes a day. This workbook includes 10-minute activities
that cover adding, subtracting, multiplying, and dividing
decimal numbers, helping your child with schoolwork and dayPage 10/21
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to-day problem solving. The parents' notes section gives the
answers, explains common pitfalls, and gives guidance on
how to avoid them. 10 Minutes a Day workbooks are the
perfect at-home reinforcement for subjects learned in school
and support the National Curriculum.
Suitable for KS3 English, this guide covers everything from
revision notes to practice SATS questions, with worked
examples and a mock SATS paper.
Spend just 10 minutes a day learning and master your
vocabulary Set the clock and off you go! Young learners
excel in short bursts, so 10 Minutes a Day: Vocabulary from
Carol Vorderman is the perfect introduction to vocabulary for
younger children. Games and tests take a short amount of
time so you get maximum fun for maximum effect. There are
10 minute activities on synonyms, word meanings and verb
endings. Plus the 'parents' notes' section gives the answers,
explains common pitfalls and gives guidance on how to avoid
them. 10 Minutes a Day workbooks are the perfect at home
reinforcement for subjects learned in school. So, set the funky
orange timer to test your child in fun 'beat the clock' exercises
- and let 10 Minutes a Day: Vocabulary with Carol Vorderman
show your child how much fun vocabulary can be.
Workbook Features: • Ages 8-10, Grades 3-4 • 160 pages,
about 8 inches x 10 1?2 inches • Reading, writing, math,
science, social studies, and more • Includes fun fitness
activities • Flash cards, stickers, completion certificate, and
answer key included Hands-On Summer Learning: Summer
Bridge Activities Workbook helps third—fourth graders keep
their skills sharp during the summer months to prevent
summer learning loss through fun practice pages and
activities, engaging fitness activities, and more. What’s
Included: This book covers all subjects, focusing on reading
comprehension skills, word problems, social studies, science
experiments, fitness activities, and more. Flash cards, reward
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stickers, and a completion certificate are also included. How It
Works: Each page is numbered by day so kids and parents
can track progress and reach monthly learning goals. Each
activity features clear, step-by-step instructions and practice
pages to help sharpen students' skills for the school year
ahead. Just 15 Minutes A Day: Two months of learning loss
occurs during the summer, with the highest losses being in
math and spelling. This activity book is designed to prevent
summer learning loss in just 15 minutes per day through
hands-on activities. Why Summer Bridge: Award-winning
Summer Bridge Activities® engage children's creativity and
learning potential and keep kids mentally and physically
active to prevent summer learning loss and pave the way for
a successful new school year ahead.
PLEASE NOTE - this is a replica of the print book and you will
need paper and a pencil to complete the exercises. Spend
just 10 minutes a day to master Key Stage 2 maths with
problem solving activities in this fantastic children's maths
activity ebook from Carol Vorderman. 10 minute activities on
graphs, time tables will help your kids with maths, plus the
"Parents' notes" section gives the answers, explains common
pitfalls and gives guidance on how to avoid them. 10 Minutes
a day workbooks are the perfect at home reinforcement for
subjects learned in school and support the National
Curriculum.
"Supports National Council of Teachers math
standards."--Cover
Spend 10 minutes a day and become a phonics starSet the
clock and off you go! Young learners excel in short bursts, so
10 Minutes a Day Phonics KS1 from Carol Vorderman is the
perfect introduction to phonics for younger children. Games
and tests take a short amount of time so you get maximum
fun for maximum effect. There are 10 minute activities on
consonants, short vowel sounds, digraphs, and building
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words. Plus, the "parents' notes" section gives the answers,
explains common pitfalls and gives guidance on how to avoid
them.These workbooks are the perfect at-home reinforcement
for subjects learned in school. So, set the funky orange timer
to test your child in fun 'beat the clock' exercises - and let 10
Minutes a Day Phonics KS1 show your child how much fun
phonics can be. Supports National Curriculum at Early Years
Foundation and Key Stage 1.

Spend 10 minutes a day and become a spelling bee
champion Set the clock and off you go! Young
learners excel in short bursts, so 10 Minutes a Day
Spelling KS1 from Carol Vorderman is the perfect
introduction to spelling for younger children. Games
and tests take a short amount of time so you get
maximum fun for maximum effect. There are 10
minute activities on doubling letters, homophones,
and compound words. Plus, the "parents' notes"
section gives the answers, explains common pitfalls
and gives guidance on how to avoid them. These
workbooks are the perfect at-home reinforcement for
subjects learned in school. So, set the funky orange
timer to test your child in fun 'beat the clock'
exercises - and let 10 Minutes a Day Spelling KS1
show your child how much fun spelling can be.
Supports National Curriculum at Key Stage 1.
Practice makes perfect in just 10 minutes a day!
There is nothing more important than your child's
education, but sometimes it's difficult to find the time
to fit everything in. From DK's best-selling "Made
Easy" home-learning workbooks, the 10 Minutes a
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Day series fits in around busy lives. Aimed at ages
9-10, Math covers a range of curriculum subjects,
including decimals, fractions, shapes, angles,
analyzing data, times tables, and of course solving
mathematical calculations. Each exercise is simply
and clearly introduced to help learning, with colorful
illustrations accompanying some of the fill-in-the-gap
exercises. For the eager student, there are extra
"time filler" challenges on every page if they finish
the questions within 10 minutes and want to continue
practicing, or just want ideas for additional activities
to do at home. Answers are provided, along with
parents' notes that explain what your child learns
from the exercise. Perfect both for the budding
mathematician and those who need a little more
support, 10 Minutes a Day: Math is a colorful and
controlled approach to mastering math.
Practice makes perfect in just 10 minutes a day!
There is nothing more important than your child's
education, but sometimes it's difficult to find the time
to fit everything in. From DK's best-selling "Made
Easy" home-learning workbooks, the 10 Minutes a
Day series fits in around busy lives. Aimed at ages
3-5, 10 Minutes a Day: Phonics supports your child
as they develop their first English skills in connecting
sounds with their letters: identifying first-letter
sounds in words, listening for middle- and end-letter
sounds, writing the letters of the alphabet, making
rhyming strings of words, and showing children how
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to connect letter sounds to make simple three-letter
words. Each exercise is simply and clearly
introduced and uses a variety of interesting methods
to help learning, from matching exercises to learning
how to pronounce and spell out new sounds and
words, based on themes that a young child can
easily relate to, such as food, animals, and
household objects. For the eager student, there are
extra "time filler" challenges on every page if they
finish the questions within 10 minutes and want to
continue practicing, or just want ideas for additional
activities to do at home. Answers are provided, along
with parents' notes that explain what your child
learns from the exercise.
Help your child develop their literacy and numeracy
confidence with 10 Minute English and Math. This
easy-to-use workbook breaks down each subject
into manageable chunks for children to practice for
ten minutes a day, and then wipe mistakes away!
The book is split into two sections—literacy activities
that include grammar, punctuation, comprehension,
and phonics, and numeracy activities that include
shape, measurement, arithmetic, and money. The
activities are organized in a way that will help your
child develop their confidence and encourage their
steady progress as they work through the book. The
colorful illustrated activities make practice quick and
fun, and the dry-wipe pen and wipe-clean pages
mean they practice again and again until each skill is
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mastered.
Help your child be the top of the class with the bestselling home-study series from Carol VordermanLet
Carol Vorderman help your child succeed in Maths.
Maths Made Easy is one of Carol Vorderman's
series of workbooks packed with notes and tips to
make learning about Maths easy and fun! Follow the
exercises and activities with your child to strengthen
their learning in school, then reward them with gold
stars for their efforts. Each title contains a progress
chart so your child can keep track of all the exercises
they have completed and parents' notes explain
what children need to know at each stage and what's
being covered in the curriculum so you can support
your child.This book provides your child with lots of
multiplication practise using the 2, 3, 4, 5, and 10
times tables. Developed in consultation with leading
educational experts to support curriculum learning,
Maths Made Easy (previous ISBN 9781405363471)
is a great way to improve your child's maths skills "the more you practise, the better you'll be!" Carol
Vorderman
Help students brush up on their times tables and
multiplication skills with 10 Minutes a Day:
Multiplication Grade 3. Starting with simple tasks like
multiplying by 2 and working up to multiplying and
dividing fractions, every aspect of the subject is
covered with fun activities, word problems, and
exercises to help build confidence. Accompanied
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with a digital timer, the 10 Minutes a Day series
provides quick exercises testing a range of skills and
knowledge. Each spread takes a maximum of ten
minutes to complete, with a mix of problems that can
be quick to answer, or take a little longer. Complete
with parents' notes including tips, guidance, and
answers, these workbooks are the perfect
reinforcement aids for help at home. Supports the
Common Core State Standards.
Help your child be the top of the class with the bestselling home-study series from Carol VordermanLet
Carol Vorderman help your child succeed in Maths.
Maths Made Easy is one of Carol Vorderman's
series of workbooks packed with notes and tips to
make learning about Maths easy and fun! Follow the
exercises and activities with your child to strengthen
their learning in school, then reward them with gold
stars for their efforts. Each title contains a progress
chart so your child can keep track of all the exercises
they have completed and parents' notes explain
what children need to know at each stage and what's
being covered in the curriculum so you can support
your child.This book features practise on
percentages, the mean, median and mode of
numbers, and work on plotting coordinates on a grid.
Developed in consultation with leading educational
experts to support curriculum learning, Maths Made
Easy (previous ISBN 9781405363686) is a great
way to improve your child's maths skills - "the more
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you practise, the better you'll be!" Carol Vorderman
Help children ages 8-9 brush up on their times tables
and multiplication skills with 10 Minutes a Day:
Multiplication Grade 3. Starting with simple tasks like
multiplying by 2 and working up to multiplying and
dividing fractions, every aspect of the subject is
covered with fun activities, word problems, and
exercises to help build confidence in third graders.
The 10 Minutes a Day series provides quick
exercises testing a range of skills and knowledge.
Each spread takes a maximum of ten minutes to
complete, with a mix of problems that can be quick
to answer, or take a little longer. Complete with
parents' notes including tips, guidance, and answers,
these workbooks are the perfect reinforcement aids
for help at home.
Spend just 10 minutes a day learning and master your
maths skills Set the clock and off you go! Young learners
excel in short bursts, so 10 Minutes a Day Problem
Solving KS2 Ages 9-11 from Carol Vorderman is the
perfect maths workbook for children. Games and tests
take a short amount of time so you get maximum fun for
maximum effect. There are 10 minute activities on
negative amounts, ratio problems and a mind-overmaths challenge! Plus the "parents' notes" section gives
the answers, explains common pitfalls and gives
guidance on how to avoid them. 10 Minutes a day
workbooks are the perfect at home reinforcement for
subjects learned in school and support the new National
Curriculum. So, set the funky orange timer to test your
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child in fun 'beat the clock' exercises - and let 10 Minutes
a Day Problem Solving KS2 Ages 9-11 with Carol
Vorderman show your child how much fun maths can be.
PLEASE NOTE - this is a replica of the print book and
you will need paper and a pencil to complete the
exercises. Practising maths at home for just 10 minutes
a day with this fun Carol Vorderman times tables
workbook will help children improve their mulitiplication
and problem solving skills without growing bored. Carol
Vorderman's 10 Minutes A Day 10 Times Tables
includes lots of multiplication practice and many word
problems that relate to real-life experiences. This maths
workbook will ensure boredom is a thing of the past and
wow teachers and friends alike. Supports National
Curriculum
Offers short, self-contained math lessons for grades four
and five featuring review exercises, word problems,
speed drills, and teacher tips.
Ten years from now, what do you want or expect your
students to remember from your course? We realized
that in ten years what matters will be how students
approach a problem using the tools they carry with
them—common sense and common knowledge—not the
particular mathematics we chose for the curriculum.
Using our text, students work regularly with real data in
moderately complex everyday contexts, using
mathematics as a tool and common sense as a guide.
The focus is on problems suggested by the news of the
day and topics that matter to students, like inflation,
credit card debt, and loans. We use search engines,
calculators, and spreadsheet programs as tools to
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reduce drudgery, explore patterns, and get information.
Technology is an integral part of today's world—this text
helps students use it thoughtfully and wisely. This
second edition contains revised chapters and additional
sections, updated examples and exercises, and
complete rewrites of critical material based on feedback
from students and teachers who have used this text. Our
focus remains the same: to help students to think
carefully—and critically—about numerical information in
everyday contexts.
Spend 10 minutes a day and become a maths star Set
the clock and off you go! Young learners excel in short
bursts, so 10 Minutes a Day First Maths Skills from Carol
Vorderman is the perfect introduction to improving their
maths and problem solving abilities without growing
bored or restless. Games and tests take a short amount
of time - maximum fun for maximum effect. There are 10
minute exercises on numbers, patterns, measures, data
and shapes, plus set the funky orange timer to test your
child in fun 'beat the clock' tests. 10 Minutes a Day First
Maths Skills will ensure boredom is a thing of the past
and wow teachers and friends alike. Supports National
Curriculum at Key Stage 1.
Workbook Features: • Ages 10-12, Grades 5-6 • 160
pages, about 8 inches x 10 1?2 inches • Reading,
writing, math, science, social studies, and more •
Includes fun fitness activities • Flash cards, completion
certificate, and answer key included Hands-On Summer
Learning: Summer Bridge Activities Workbook helps
fifth—sixth graders keep their skills sharp during the
summer months to prevent summer learning loss
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through fun practice pages and activities, engaging
fitness activities, and more. What’s Included: This book
covers all subjects, focusing on grammar and writing
skills, fractions, solving equations, social studies, science
experiments, fitness activities, and more. Flash cards
and a completion certificate are also included. How It
Works: Each page is numbered by day so kids and
parents can track progress and reach monthly learning
goals. Each activity features clear, step-by-step
instructions and practice pages to help sharpen students'
skills for the school year ahead. Just 15 Minutes A Day:
Two months of learning loss occurs during the summer,
with the highest losses being in math and spelling. This
activity book is designed to prevent summer learning
loss in just 15 minutes per day through hands-on
activities. Why Summer Bridge: Award-winning Summer
Bridge Activities® engage children's creativity and
learning potential and keep kids mentally and physically
active to prevent summer learning loss and pave the way
for a successful new school year ahead.
Level: KS2 Subject: Maths Help your child master maths
at home with this activity book designed to be used in 5
minute bursts. With a focus on building speed and
accuracy, this book will give your 9-10 year old a head
start in maths.
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